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Social-Hub Combines Multiple Social Networks in a Convenient App
Published on 12/27/13
Social-Hub 1.2.2, from indie developer Islom Kamalkhodjaev, is a remarkable new all-in-one
social app that lets users easily, quickly and simply connect with their friends on
Facebook, Twitter and Instagram. Social-Hub has been designed to mimic the native look and
feel of each social network app, so that users enjoy smooth, seamless and efficient
interaction. Easily and efficiently cross-post to Facebook and Twitter, browse friends'
Facebook, Twitter and Instagram photos, feeds and more.
Cupertino, California - iPhone, iPad and iPod touch users who are fed up with managing
multiple social network accounts and crave a solution that lets them fit their social life
in one convenient place, can now download the remarkable new must-have app Social-Hub
from
developer Islom Kamalkhodjaev.
Social-Hub is an all-in-one social app that lets users easily, quickly and simply connect
with their friends on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram so they can:
* Powerfully browse their friends' Facebook, Twitter and Instagram photos and feeds
* Easily and efficiently cross-post to Facebook and Twitter
* Apply great visual effects and edit photos prior to publishing them on Facebook and
Twitter
* Conveniently "like" and view Instagram photos
* Get more done in less time, which saves their device's battery life
Plus, Social-Hub has been designed to mimic the native look and feel of each social
network app, so that users enjoy smooth, seamless and efficient interaction.
"Essentially with Social-Hub, users can fit their entire social life in one completely
unique app," commented developer Islom Kamalkhodjaev. "And because we've integrated each
native app's look and feel, users will enjoy the interaction that they're used to, except
they'll be able to do more in less time - and have more fun along the way. Plus, we're
constantly improving the app and are already planning on the next wave of great new
features!"
Device Requirements:
* iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch
* Requires iOS 5.0 or later
* 15.7 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Social-Hub 1.2.2, the new must-have new app that combines multiple social networks in one
remarkably convenient place, is $1.99 USD (or equivalent amount in other currencies) and
available worldwide exclusively through the App Store in the Social Networking category.
Social-Hub 1.2.2:
http://apps.appshout.com/social-hub/
Purchase and Download:
https://itunes.apple.com/app/social-hub/id625246354
Screenshot:
http://a3.mzstatic.com/us/r30/Purple/v4/fa/63/8b/fa638b8c-a39a-a80eb9e1-de58a5cd20c9/screen568x568.jpeg
App Icon:
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Based in Moscow, Russia, Islom Kamalkhodjaev is an app developer and entrepreneur who is
passionate about apps, and employs professional experts to help bring his creative ideas
to life. All Material and Software (C) Copyright 2013 Islom Kamalkhodjaev. All Rights
Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered trademarks of Apple
Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries. Other trademarks and registered trademarks may be
the property of their respective owners.
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